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“Also, who’s that Leon kid? He seems pretty close with the Shear siblings. Is he a member of the Shear Family as well?”

While the crowd admired Cynthia’s beauty, they grew more curious about Leon’s identity and realized that even if he was not a

member of the Shear Family, he must be someone important.

Mason felt the same. He only agreed to be Leon’s subordinate merely because he appreciated the great favor that Leon did him.

He never imagined that not only was Leon a Supreme Master, but he also had a connection with one of the Four Major Families.

Mason felt as though he happened upon a piece of treasure. With Leon at his back, it would be extremely easy for him to recover

his territories from Xander.

Excited, Mason grinned from ear to ear, and on the extreme opposite of that, Joseph observed the situation with a dark look on

his face.

He planned to find a chance in approaching Louisa but cowered as soon as he realized that Leon came from a powerful

background. He thought back to how he narrowly escaped the conflict with Leon and was worried

that Leon would come after him, so he took the chance to run when he could.

“Mister Shear, Cynthia, why are you here?” Leon asked curiously.

“Oh, here’s the thing. Our grandfather would like to speak to you…. He told Cynthia to invite you to our house, but I was worried

for Cynthia’s safety, so I tagged along,” Harvey explained.

Cynthia already made a call to Leon, but Benedict thought that it would be more appropriate for Cynthia to pick Leon up

in

person.

“I see,” Leon muttered.

“Leon, let’s go. Grandpa wants to talk to you about alchemical pills. Come with us.” Cynthia smiled gently at Leon. After being

rescued by him, she grew to admire Leon since then.

“Sure. Just give me a second.”

Leon walked over to Louisa and said, “Louisa, I need to handle something so head back to campus on your own. Mason, send a

few guys to protect them,” he added toward Mason.

“Oh. Of course!” Mason nodded respectfully.

Leon followed the Shear siblings to their car.

“What is up with this guy…” Louisa muttered as she watched the car disappear into the distance.

She was shaken to the core from the events earlier. She could not understand how her cousin’s secretary

could be such a formidable martial artist while being so important to the Shear Family that they would send the Shear siblings to

pick him up in person.

It was far beyond her comprehension and she began to doubt the existence of life itself.

“Mason, right? I heard you calling Lewd- Um, Leon a Supreme Master. Is that true?” She turned to look at

Mason.

“Of course!” Mason beat his chest proudly. Due to Harvey’s interference, Leon did not have the chance to

fight Xander, so Mason did not realize that Leon was not as strong as Xander.

“Good. That’s great!” Louisa chirped excitedly as her eyes lit up.

Meanwhile, in the Shear Mansion.
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